
Durham Johnston vs Leonard’s sixth form (6-2) 

 

About 10 minutes into the first half after the first goal went in by the opposing team, st. Leonard’s, the ball 

dropped to Dan Smith which he passed onto Euan Bowman in midfield, this lead to Euan driving through the 

midfield and reaching the edge of the 18 yard box where the ball was struck into the back of the net for 1-1. 

The second goal for the sixth form 

Team came from a free kick which was rewarded for a foul on Felix Hawes as he was attacking towards the 

Leonard’s goal. The free kick taker and captain, Max Blackbourne was faced with a three man wall which he 

bent the ball round and placed it into the uncovered area of the goal. Unfortunately, the 4th goal of the match 

was by st Leonard’s just after the second half whistle had been blown. Following on from this Euan Bowman 

got his second goal of the game from a ball through into his path where he slotted the ball through the legs of 

the keeper to make it 3-2 on the scoreboard. A few minutes later Kealan Robinson came running in for a cor-

ner ball taken by Max Blackbourne and headed it into the top corner to make it 4-2. The 5th goal of the game 

for Durham Johnston was scored by Euan Bowman again to make it his Hat-trick of the game by having a 

shot on the edge of the box which successfully flew past the defence and goalkeeper. With 5 minutes on the 

clock left, Sam Brunton came running into the box following the path of the cross which landed at his feet as 

he ran it into the goal to make it a 6-2 ending. 

 

Durham Johnston vs St Bedes sixth form (2-1) 

 

About 5 minutes in St Bedes scored off a counter attack through our slow start in the game. 10 minutes after 

their goal Durham Johnston came up the field with multiple players running into the box to meet a cross, 

which is when Liam Graham placed the ball in the back of the net. Until, the last 5 minutes of the game there 

was no significant events during the match. This was when Gabe McCall had a corner kick which rebounded 

of a St Bede head into their net for an own goal.  

 

Durham Johnston vs Staindrop yr10 (7-1) 

 

Good way to start the season with 3 points. Good platform to build on with good football getting played 

throughout the game. We played quick attacking play and were calm from the back to the strikers and played 

relaxed and composed football as Ryan scored 5 as well as Charlie and Tommy both scoring 1 each. 

 

Durham Johnston vs Bishop Barrington yr10  (7-0) 

 

We started the game very well and continued playing well throughout the game. We battled hard when they 

pushed on during the game. Good confidence boost for the boys as Ryan got 4 whilst Luke, Zak and Nana all 

got 1 each. 

 

Durham Johnston vs Woodham yr10 (4-3) 

 

We came up against a very good Woodham side but we cam out the better side. We were quick out the 

blocks in the first half and scored 3. The second half was started slow by Durham Johnston as the opponents 

scored 2 goals to make it close with 10 minutes to go. They scored again, as both sides pushed on for the win 

it was Durham Johnston that came out on top and held on for the win with Ryan scoring all 4.  

 

Durham Johnston vs Staindrop yr9 (4-0) 

 

It was a poor start to the game by Durham Johnston but we got into it and started to dominate as the game 

went on, but not able to put the chances away. Towards the end of the first-half Corey Humphrey scored to 

make it 1-0 at half time. Again, we didn’t start well but we got into the game quicker this half and started 

playing better football. Late in the game, Corey Humphrey scored another 2 to make the score 3-0. Harry 

Alderson finished the game off with a goal to make the final result 4-0 to Durham Johnston. 

 

 

 

 

Durham Johnston vs Woodham yr9 (4-1) 



 

In really bad weather conditions Durham Johnston started well against Woodham with Corey Humphrey 

scoring for the team from an early chance. That goal got the team going as Kye Brezzazi scored a few 

minutes later. The weather conditions were getting worse, we needed another goal and we go it - it was a 

very good goal from Kian Gill. Woodham didn’t stop trying and they come back fighting and scored a goal 

not long before half time. With the conditions worsening the quality of football was suffering but it didn’t 

stop Corey Humprey scoring another goal to settle the game and make it a 4-1 victory.  

 

Durham Johnston vs Framwellgate school U16s (11-1) 

 

The under 16s girls football team were in action on Monday in the first round of the county cup. Framwell-

gate school fielded a strong team with their goalkeeper producing some exceptional saves. However, they 

were no match for the strength of the Durham Johnston side with goals from Sophie Miller, Ellie Reid, Re-

becca Coatman and Holly Middleton. In addition to this was an excellent performance from the defence. At 

half time, Durham Johnston were 5-0 up then continued their hard work and, by the final whistle, won 11-1. 

Overall, a fantastic first performance and we hope to replicate this in later rounds. 

 

Durham Johnston vs Staindrop yr8 (6-0) 

 

We started off well, with Quinn Morton getting an early gaol in maybe the 3rd or 4th minute. We then car-

ried on as Harry Stewart scored two quick consecutive goals, which came from us pressing the Staindrop de-

fence and forcing them into errors at the back. We had a few other good chances but couldn’t put them away. 

In the second half, we carried on to force mistakes in Staindrops defence from which we created a lot of 

chances. Eventually, we got our forth goal of the game after a lucky deflection fell to Jake Toase who slid it 

under the keeper. Dylan Powney was then fouled in the box to win a penalty which Harry Stewart put away 

for his hat-trick. Finally, a cross came in to Ben Herdman who finished it into the bottom corner to make it 6. 

 

Durham Johnston vs Kingmedow yr7 (5-3) 

 

Durham Johnston started off well but couldn’t score. We moved the ball and pressed well on Kingsmeadow. 

However, we broke through with a good through ball to Fin who scored making it 1-0 to Durham Johnston. 

We kept up the pressure which helped us get another goal by Cole making it 2-0. Just before the end of the 

first half Kingsmeadow pressed and scored a goal making it 2-1. The second half kicked off and 

Kingsmeadow scored again to equalise. After that we got hold of the game and scored again making it 3-2 by 

Fin. We then scored another 2 goals by Ollie and Alex ending the game 5-3. 

 

Durham Johnston vs Whitworth yr8 (6-5) 

 

It started off quite even with both tea getting a couple of chances in the first 5-10 minutes of the game but 

neither teams could put them away. In about the 15th minute, Ben Sampson put away a cross from Harry 

Stewart. They then came back and equalised making it 1-1. Harry Stewart then quickly scored from outside 

the box to make it 2-1. However, before half time, Whitworth scored 3 quick consecutive goals which came 

from our back line not marking their men tight enough and leaving them open to score. In the second half, 

Whitworth scored again in the first 5 minutes making it 2-5. After this, we had the drive to bring the game 

back and win it. After that, Quinn Morton scored after Jake Toase won the ball back from our high pressing 

which forced them to make errors and mistakes. The next goal came from some scrappy play in the box that 

came to an open net chance for Jake Toase. To equalise the game, Quinn Morton scored another one-on-one 

with 10 minutes to go. We kept making chances but we couldn’t put them away. Finally, with only 30 sec-

onds to go, Jake Toase scored an open net header from a cross to end the game 6-5.  

 

 

 

 

 

Durham Johnston vs Whitburn yr8 (7-2) 

 



We started off well but struggled to convert the chances until we scored about 20 minutes into the first half. 

About 5 minutes later, we scored again after a through ball fell to Shaun Harding, who finished it with ease. 

We quickly started to add to the lead in the second half, scoring in the first 5 minutes. We then had a period 

where we switched off and conceded two goals from sloppy defensive positioning and not putting in strong 

enough tackles. However, we quickly managed to respond to this by scoring two or more goals to finish the 

game, winning 7-2.  

 


